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Trustees look at fee increase
Budget sends McLennan, Boothe south for Rec Center fight
By Jeff Elder
an interim loan," he said. "We’d like to transler
Daily staff writer
sonic authority from the board of trustees to the
Michael McLennan and Tom Boothe used pan committee. We’re itsking the trustees not to issue
of a controversial $11.000 travel budget to take sonic other loan on the basis of a bond.’’
SJSU students’ fight against a proposed fee inA bond loan would result in an increase in stucrease to Southern California for the weekend.
dent fees, according to the CSU Chancellor’s OfThe Associated Students president and director of California state affairs flew to California
McLennan said he would he a member of the
State University at Dominguez Hills on Thursday committee.
and to Long Beach on Monday in an ei fort to conA Student Union Board of Directors agreevince the CSU Board of Trustees that covering ment guaranteed that student fees would not be
cost overruns of the Rec Center will not neces- raised above $40 per semester, although a fee insitate the fee increase.
crease looked likely in light of the Rec Center’s
Earlier this semester Terry McCarthy. A.S. cost overruns in construction.
vice president. and Controller Victoria Johnson
This semester. however, A.S. directors have
questioned Boothe’s CSSA budget, allocated to protested the proposed fee increase and former
fund trips similar to this one. Previous years’ bud- A.S. Vice President Larry Dougherty has pregets have been as small as $2.500.
sented information he gathered detailing poor
Boothe responded by saying that extra rep- management of the project from its beginnings.
resentation on key issues made the allocation
John S. Richardson, CSSA liaison to Chancelworthwhile.
lor W. Ann Reynolds. said from Long Beach on
McLennan said Saturday night that the CSSA Monday. "The CSSA board of directors supwas recommending to the trustees that they create ported the concerns of the San Jose State students.
a special committee to study the Rec Center’s re’It looks like we’ll he going with an alternate
ported $3 million budget deficit.
proposal Ito a bond loan and lee increase).’’
"The committee may have the power hi issue
Richardson said he thought the trustees will

Professors
comment
on Panama
situation

determine by May II it will he necessary to wise
lees, but that until then the CSSA and trustees will
work to determine the exact amount of the Rec
Center’s budget deficit.
He said the charge that some of the deficit was
cause by poor planning will help the CSSA’s legal
perspective in negotiating how the costs should be
covered.
A deciding factor in how the deficit is paid for
will be the determination of who is resonsible for
mismanagement. lie said.
Monday afternoon McLennan told the Daily
he was planning on meeting with a group of trustees prior to his presentation to the board at 12:45
p.m. Tuesday.
McLennan said he had already met with one
trustee and that he had been sympathetic about
the SURE(’ problems."
McLennan will represent concerns of SJSU
students about the fee increase and attempt to convince them that the committee should he given a
chance tit mestigate alternatives to a bond loan.
A lot of trustees know something’s happened that is rather detrimental." he said.

SJSU wins final home ’ame

-

ing to the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency.
The agency’s director. James
Reading. described the significance of the move from an "inaccessible building that was not visible from the street.
"We are now a part of the bigger picture in downtown," he
said.
Reading. who has been with
the transportation agency for twoand -a -half years. said overall the
center is a link between two intracounty systems.
The California native said there
has been no centralized retail establishment because of the fragmentation of downtown.
Reading said redevelopment
efforts will combine With transponion projects to "lead to a renaissance of downtown, both in
offices and foriEtail. "
The transit ffnter is served by
22 bus routes according to the
See TR4 V.S1T. back page

Thief gets hundreds
in another break-in

SJSU center Gerald Thomas takes a jump shot
over the hack of a Fresno State Bulldog player.

SJSU departments plan
for future in industry
By Kara Myers
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s biology and chemistry departments. in an effort to keep up
with recent scientific advances, are
planning to develop a cooperative hi ()technology program which would
prepare students to enter private industry.
A committee consisting of faculty
from both departments has been
formed to evaluate what needs to be
done to initiate the program.
The new program would consist
of refurbishing a lab in Duncan Hall
and incorporating new courses dedicated to molecular and cell biology.
Undergraduate and graduate students would benefit from the new facility which would be used for both

Light rail, SJSU:
No connection yet
lt Hazel Whitman
Daily stall writer
It’s official: the new Downtown Transit Information Center
is open and ready to help commuters.
The center has moved to 4 N.
Second St.. and provides tripplanning assistance along with
selling County Transit tickets and
passes.
Santa Clara County Supervisor
Dianne McKenna said she wishes
to invite SJSU students to stop by
the center, located between Santa
Clara and St. John streets, and
ask about using county transit in
the future.
"This is a one -stop shopping
spot for anyone looking for tranAL" said the firm -term supervisor who represents the 5th District.
The new location was chosen
because of its increased visibility
and convenience for transit customers and visitors to San Jo.e.,
Illowntown Transit Mall. ace ii

By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
"The United States has seized the
assets of the Republic of Panama:
Are these the assets of the government of Panama. the commercial
firms in Panama; or the assets of
Gen. Noriega and his associates?"
asked Professor Roger Nils Folsom
of the economics department.
He said that "if the goal of the
economic sanction is to get rid of
Noriega, the action may have been
ill-advised" because, as he put it,
the assets of firms that are opposed
to Noriega may be blocked in the
process, who may also be allies of
the United States.
Folsom said that if the assets of
Panama are blocked, it will be impossible for firms in that country to
import spare parts and raw materials
for the industries which will result in
damage to the economy. He said that
if a third party is him in the process,
possibility exists that such people
might rally around Noriega and secondly. America will lose her friends.
"This sanction is a crude weapon
to use if it is not directly geared toward the government of Noriega.
he said, adding that "if the allegations are true that Noriega has some
CIA connection, then the U.S
should he able to get after Noriega
specifically rather than the entire
country."
He likened this sanction to that
a lukewarm sanction against South
Africa. although he did not explain
in detail.
He said that the imposition of an
economic sanction is a standard action used by the United States government against any country that engages in hostility with it. Folsom
cited the U.S. sanction against Germany during World War II and
against Iran in 1979 when assets of
these countries were seized but later
released.
Folsom said that in general, "I
don’t think American foreign policy
in Latin America in this century has
See PANAMA. back page

on reen - Daily stay photographer
Santa Clara County Transportation Agency director and Santa
Clara Supervisor Dianne McKenna roll out the oelcome mat.

instruction and research
The facility is expected to be oper
ational sometime during the next
academic year if everything goes as
planned, said Dale Greenwah, assistant professor of chemistry.
The facility just needs to he built,
but the departments need money and
university approval before any construction can take place, said Steve
White, assistant professor of biology.
But things are still in the planning
stage and the committee isn’t even
recognized as an official organization. said Robert Fowler. professor
of biology.
"We are fighting for recognition
as a formal school committee. We
See PLANS. back page

urham Daily staff photographer
Matthew
The Spartan victory ma% the last home game at
(isle Auditorium for Thomas and Ricky- Berry.

Celebration
of languages
this week
By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer
Learning French is for people who cruise the Riviera.
Spanish is for people who
relax under the Mexican sun.
German grammar is for businessmen who fly to Berlin.
Not true. says Dr. Donna
Gustafson, Foreign Languages
Department chairwoman.
"People know that to make
a point, demonstrate good
will, or sell a product you have
to use the language of the peoSee LANGUAGE. hack page

By. Kathy White
Daily staff writer
For the second time in as many
weeks, the mem; locker room in
Spartan Complex was hit by a burglar. even with a Umiersity Police
Department surveillance team on
duty outside.
Monday between 1(1:30 and I I ill
a.m.. with UPI) personnel standing
outside the locker room staking out
that area, the suspect walked in and
broke in to 12 lockem using bolt cut,
ters.
There were only four victims located following the robbery. but
total loss of Monday’s break-in has
been listed as $324 in cash and prop. according to the UPI) report.
Last Wednesday the suspect did
the same to eight other lockers, hauling off with more than $406 in cash
and belongings. The suspect is the
same in both cases.
Those who were robbed Wednes-

. . . total loss of
Monday’s break-in
has been listed as
$324 in cash and
property.
day described a male who had been
hanging around the locker room,
reading a paper and chatting with
someone he knew. They gave a description which have led the UPD
its suspect.
The suspect is described as about
5 -foot-10 With light brown hair bordering on blond. He is white but
See THEI-I. back page

Women’s Week activities continue
By Suzanne De 1,ong
Daily staff writer
Women’s Week continues tomorrow with presentations, films and panels addressing women’s health and
spirituality. Activities run throughout the day and conclude with this year’s keynote speaker. Mary Daly.
Daly. a well-known feminist author, has come a long
way from her strict Catholic upbringing. According to
Jeanette TOMS, a co-coordinator at the Women’s Resource Center. Daly "can be very radical."
Marge Kintscher, also a co-coordinator at the Women’s Resource Center. describes Daly as a "spiritual
feminist." Daly wants women to take a more active role
in the church. She wants to change the position of
women in the church to one of inure significance.
Kintscher said.
Daly’s five litioks. "The Church and the Second
Sex," "Beyond God the Father," "Gyn/F.cology."
"Pure Lust." and her latest hook "Wickedary" will be
on sale at the time of her presentation. The presentation
is co-sponsored by Sisterspirit Bookstore and Coffeehouse.

Wednesday’s Activities
All activities take place in the Student Union unless
otherwise indicated.
9:30 a.m.: SJSU Counselor Wiggsy Sivertsen
discusses. "Safe Sex Costanoan Room.
10:30 a.m.: Panel: "What Our Spirituality Means
to U% as Women," features Z. Budapest. high priestess
and author of "Holy Book of Women’s Mysteries:’
Barbara Dubins. SJSU professor; Rev. Natalie Shires,
SJSU protestant campus minister; and Louisa Tiesh. author of "Jantbalaya. Costanoan Room.
Women in Interesting Careers. InNoon: Panel;
cludes an artist, doctor, fire fighter, judge. teacher. reporter and career planning and placement director. Costanoan Room.
Dayton Misfeld of San Jose Hos1:00 p.m.: Dr.
pital will present "What You Should Know About Your
Breasts." He will he discussing new techniques in the
treatment and prevention of breast cancer. Costanoan
Room.
Curtis, a graduate student
2:00 p.m.:
Debra
within the public health program at SJSU, presents a lecture and discussion on self-esteem and women’s health.
See WOMEN. hack page
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A world without
bikes or ’boards
Dear Environmental Safety Committee,
San Jose State University has an ever-present
problem with bicycles and skateboards on campus.
A majority of SJSU’s pedestrian population believes that faster-than -foot travel should be limited
to off-campus areas.
The obvious solution’? A ban. Properly enforced, a bicycle and skateboard ban would rid our
campus of these transportation menaces once and
for all.
Barring bicycles would allow for the removal of
bike racks and storcompartments.
age
simultaneously adding precious space to
an admittedly overcrowded campus.
When you consider the countless
tramplings and collisions that occur every
semester because of
inattentive travellers.
bicycles and skateDouglas
boards are only the
Alger
beginning.
the
Consider
Cushman carts. They tend to he swift and silent.
lurking behind pedestrians. waiting to startle the
unsuspecting with their shrill horns. Eliminating
them from campus would he appreciated by all.
What about the equestrian’? You give a guy a
horse, and he thinks he owns the place. All fourlegged animals should be barred from campus, as
they are difficult to control and have the potential to
make a considerable mess.
Let us not forget that late night stroller’s menace, the patrol car. These metal pavement -hogs
zoom around campus at some three to five miles per
hour, endangering the walking freedom of students
and suspects alike.
Ideally. pedestrians themselves would have
their movement regulated. How many times have
you been late to your destination thanks to between class traffic, and that clod in front of you who is out
for a leisurely stroll’?
To minimize the number of bodies milling
about during an average school day, course times
could he staggered. Instead of so many 9:30 to
10:20 a.m, classes. which cause major campus traffic right after 10:20. some class would start at 9:31
9:32. 9:33, et cetga, and last until 10:21. 10:22. or
10:33, as appropee.
This system would encompass the entire 24hour clock, and immeasurably free up campus pathways. Just imagine your pleasure while traversing
an uncrowded campus after your 1:16 to 2:06 a.m.
English class.
Students would be banned from campus except
during times aimed immediately before and after
their classes, and banned violators would he labeled
appropriately as social deviants.
This legislation would be known as the Student
Travellers Under Protection from Inconsiderate Des iants ban, and is merely an extension of current
plans for bicycle and skateboard bannings.
Other schools would follow suit and adopt
SJSU’s STUPID. ban, and never again would
students be inconvenienced by bicycles, skateboards, or other transportation methods

HEY, TED HAVE YOU SEEN
-11-IE SPARTAN DAILY TODAY?
Si

FOUNO ONE! r FOLIC’)
ONE! FULLERTON IS
MISPELLEO

FETLUEONR!

Letters

to the Editor

Games, not wars

’they’ weren’t so bad," should restrictions. Are these people advochange. It should read: For a time, cating restrictions prepared to waste
Editor.
we were "US" and they were they, resources enforcing something so luThis letter responds to Serena and they were great!
dicrous?
Griffith’s Feb 29 article entitled
It seems the term "environmental
Personally. I would like to ap" ’We’ became ’Us’ for the Olym- plaud Serena Griffith’s perception of safety" has been relegated into an
pics." Although I enjoyed the arti- the personal nature of the Olympics. oxymoron. If Ron Montgomery
cle’s main point. I did not enjoy the However, let the athlete stand in wants to flex some bureaucrat musdimsighted nationalism attached to front of the flag; don’t let the flag cle. there are genuine environmental
it. While watching the Olympics, stand in front of the athlete. Let’s concerns on campus. The eliminaone should bear in mind the grounds don a more mature outlook. Let’s tion of styrofoam containers from
for the games and that excessive na- doff the excessive nationalism.
campus food concessions would also
tionalism promotes problems for the
Pat Bolger he an altruistic endeavor.
athletes as well as the spectators.
Junior
I would also like to commend the
Although I understand how diffiInternational Business Spartan Daily for a refreshing op-ed
cult it may be to see the Olympic obpage on Tuesdays. Right on to Dave
jective behind all the flags, anthems.
Lanson and Katarina Jonholt, beuniforms and worst of all, boycotts.
cause I know they get plenty of critI find it tragic that most people fail to Editor,
icism from the reactionary Weimar
do so. The Olympiad exists for a
I have waited and waited, and I’m youth who cringe
at the idea of free
purpose: to gather the best athletes in still waiting for our great Aquatic speech.
the world and allow them, indiffer- Center to open.I know it takes time
Ken Spiess
ent to international tension, to com- for the pool to be filled (it is being
Senior
pete. The rivalry belongs among ath- filled, isn’t it’?) and I know that the
Economics
letes. not nations.
"pumps and machines have to be
I personnally know some athletes turned on."
This is fine. but why does it take Try it, you’ll hate it
who have competed in past Olympics (e.g.. 1976. 1984) and were weeks and weeks’? I’m fired up and
In response to Miss Kelley’s letforced not to compete in the 1980 ready logo swimming. and I’m sure
Moscow Games. After at least four not giong to wait until I have to reg- ters about typos in the Spartan Daily,
I have one thing to say.
years of intense training, these ath- ister for a class to teach me to swim.
If you think you can do a better
letes felt, to say the least, immeasuOutdoor mils are a godsend.
rably disappointed.
Apparently, Please, please, please, do everything job than those who are currently on
government officials believe that the possible to make the Aquatic Center the Spartan Daily, then go on by and
athletes should serve their flag be- available to us soon. I don’t like run- do it.
Working on the Spartan Daily refore themselves. Athletes do not ning in the downtown area, and ridhave to be patriots. Save the martyr- ing my bike is a suicide mission. I quires a student to put in a lot of time
and
energy. Combine all the concendom for the politicians.
love the water and am anxiously
tration about trying to get a newspaOn a more varied level, national- waiting for the latest developments.
per out, while at the same time tryism substantially injures the people
On the edge o my Aral.
throughout. While watching Bonnie
Bodi Wallace ing to keep up with other studies,
Blair win a gold medal. I also
Senior and one can understand that some
watched the two East German
Puhlic Relations mistakes will happen.
Mark Fo-r
women and the Dutch woman conSJSU bike problem
Senior
gratulating Bonnie on the victory.
Journalism
Why must we separate "us" and Editor,
SJSU is a commuter campus with
"them’?" The athletes, generally, do
not. Why should we deny ourselves a parking problem, not a bike and Toy guns not a problem
some new friends’? I believe the skateboard problem. The use of the Editor,
statement. "For a time, we were ’us’ vehicles hasn’t even begun to apWell. I see that San Jose is going
and they were them (sic), and even proximate a situation necessitating to jump on the bandwagon, and join
other cities in the fight to outlaw toy.
guns. What’s next? A ban on real
ones.
How dare the "bleeding-hearted"
NEITHER 1-IAVE I r LET’S
liberals try this! Toy -guns don’t kill
PLAY A GAME. TNE FIRST
READY...
people
a lack of information
PERSON TO FIND A
SET...
does.
Picture this: A 13 -year-old, menTYPO GETS A BEERr
GO!!
tally handicap youth is playing with
a toy-gun. Police arrive after calls of
urA.17
"shots fired." Police confront this
youth: the youth turns, pointing the
gun at the police officers, and
screams. The police, with only a
split second to determine whether
there’s danger. react and shoot. The
result is that that same 13 -year-old
youth is now lying dead on the pavement.
It’s a terrifying scenario but
this incident might have been prevented not by banning toy guns.
but by the kid’s parents. First of all.
....11116
if this child was indeed mentally
handicapped his parents should have
never bought him a toy gun in the
I’LL BET TfrlEY
I DON’T SEE ANY
first place. Secondly. if the parents
PROOFREADERS IN
DON’T PROOFREAP
did buy him that gun. then they
THE STAFF BOX..
CARTOONS
should have taught him that one
EITHRE
doesn’t point them at people, let
alone police! I blame the parents!
The liberals can’t ban real guns,
because the NRA (National Rifle
Association) won’t let them. and the
constitution guarantees our right to
bear arms, so they attack toy -ones
instead. Well, as a member of the
NRA. and of the United States of
America, I’m not going to stand
hack and let my rights go to hell! Do
people really think that a ban on
these toy-guns will stop crime, or
prevent needless killings? If we are
so horrified by "needless" killings,
let’s ban drunk -drivers first!
Ray Vermillion
Materials Engineering Junior

Off the deep end

No

Amountain of letters and a plethora of phone
calls have flooded the Spartan Daily newsroom in the past week or so pointing out the
number of typographical errors in the newspaper.
One of the criticisms that was brought to the
second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall was the cartoon
by Greg Beda that appears on this page. The editors
made a conscious decision to hold this cartoon until
a response could be given.
This is the reponse.
lam not trying to make excuses for myself or
the rest of the Daily editors, however. I feel some
explanation may be needed.
An unusual situation exists at the Daily this semester. Because we had a small staff of reporters in
the fall, we have an even smaller staff of editors
this spring. Choosing to become an editor is strictly
a choice. It is not a requirement for graduathat
tion from SJSU’s journalism department.
Since there are less than a half dozen of us putting out the paper each day (some of the editors are
part-time), it becomes more difficult to spot mistakes either on the computer screens, or as we
proofread the pages before they are brought to the
printer.
Think about it this way: when you write an
essay or a term paper, you may ask someone else to
read it to look for typos and grammatical mistakes.
After all, you’re the one who has written it and you
probably won’t notice if you’ve made errors.
The same thing happens in the newsroom every
night (yes, every night). The reporters are the ones
who have submitted the stories and many of the editors have already read them as well. We don’t have
’someone else" to wait around until 7 or 8 p.m.
and read the pages to look for corrections.
Just as you would probably miss errors in your
term paper, we also overlook typos in our paper.
The biggest difference is that we have to produce
our paper every day.
of you have compared the Daily to the
Some
San Jose Mercury News. One critic wrote in
saying he found a large number of errors in the
Nferc as well as the Daily. Another letter seemed
more in praise of the Mere and critical of the Daily.
We are not in competition with the Mercury
News and never aspire to be. It is true that a comparison between the two papers is "ludicrous." as
one letter put it. The Mere does have about 20
pages per section to our six to 10 pages per day, but
they also have an equally high ratio of editors.
What makes it ludicrous is that some of our
readers actually put the Daily on the same level as
the Mercury News and expect us to uphold their
standards. In comparison, would these people compare a political science major to the President of the
United States and expect the same results’? Somehow, I doubt it.
After all, the Mere is a large paper serving an
equally large readership. It is run by men and
women who have clawed and fought to get where
they are now.
The Spartan Daily is a small newspaper serving
a community of about 30,000 students and faculty.
It is run by students who are only beginning to learn
these same skills. Above all else, the Daily is a
hands-on learning experience. I don’t think any
other program on campus offers the kind of "real
world environment that SJSU’s journalism program does.
Comparing the Mercury News and the Daily is
like comparing the San Francisco Giants and the
Spartans’ baseball team.
Admittedly, there are similarities, and the game
is played the same way. But just like Spartan athletes train to one day make the big leagues, so are
we being trained to possibly write for the nation’s
hest papers. There are many steps in between and
we have to climb them one at a time.
Take a look at some of the smaller papers in our
community or even at other college newspapers.
Compare them. First of all, we are a daily newspaper. Many of these other papers are produced only
once or twice a week.
The pressure of deadlines is incredible. if you
don’t believe me. try writing a three- or four-page
paper in less than an hour. This is what many of our
reporters are asked to do on a daily basis.
In a way this response is an apology from us to
you, our readers, for not upholding a higher standard of journalistic excellence. However, hearing
from our readers may be one of the best ways we
have of finding out our mistakes and taking steps to
correct them.
We ask that you keep the letters coming in, but
also that you bear with us. The Spartan Daily is still
committed to excellence.
Karen M. Derenzi is the editor in chief of the
Spartan Daily.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or
and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
libel,

appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name.
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Strike in effect for scriptwriters
LOS ANGELES (API - Scriptw
niers called a strike against the
movie and TV industry and predicted viewers will see an immediate
difference in their television programs, but producers vowed that
shows will goon.
The Writers Guild of America rejected a final offer presented Sunday
by the Alliance of Motion Picture
and Television Producers nearly
three hours after it was presented.
and called a strike for 9,000 scriptwriters.
The strike was scheduled to begin
here and in New York City at 9 a.m.
PST today, said Marty Waldman. a
WGA spokesman in New York.
Picketing at the 20th Century -Fox
Studios was planned at 10 a.m. PST.
Brian Walton, WGA West executive
director and chief negotiator, said
late Sunday.
The contract expired at midnight
Feb. 29.
"The longer the strike goes on,
the more reruns the public will see,"
said Walton. "It’s a very tight rating, lace and unfortunately for the
net
ks it will impact them."

’The longer the
strike goes on, the
more reruns the
public will see.’
- Brian Walton,

From the pulpit

But Herb Steinberg, a spokesman
for the alliance, which represents
200 producers and studios, said a
strike was anticipated and scripts
have been stockpiled.

BATON ROUGE. La. (API - Evangelist Jimmy
Swaggart accused the media of distorted reports and
promised his followers he would tell them someday
what sin he had confessed to.

The median annual income for
writers is ULM/ill) a year. but about
half of the guild’s members are unemployed at any given time, said
union spokeswoman Cheryl Rhoden.

"One day, when it’s time, you who have stood
with us for so long, we will tell you what has happened. what did happen," Swaggart said Sunday on
his prerecorded television program.

The writers also demanded more
WGA West executive
director artistic control on the final product.
He said the network that would be
hardest hit would be first -place
NBC, whose "The Tonight Show
Starring Johnny Carson," "Saturday Night Live" and "Late Night
With David Letterman." would be
affected immediately.
Edward Adler, president of WGA
East, said nine soap operas on the
East Coast and five in California also
would be affected immediately, as
would prime time miniseries. television movies and features in development or in production.

"It wasn’t like anything you read about in the papers or heard on television or radio or whatever."
Swaggart stepped down from his pulpit at the
7,500-seat Family Worship Center here after a tearful
confession Feb. 21. His co-pastor, the Rev. Jim
Rentz. has been delivering the sermons.

The producers had offered a S50
million package over a three-year
period, including improvements in
pension and health plans, Steinberg
said.
In union ballots last week in Los
Angeles and New York. 96 percent
approved a walkout if no agreement
was reached.

Sunday’s show included the music from the previous week’s service, as usual, but Rentz’s sermon
was replaced with Swaggart talking to his followers.
"I’ve never felt closer to God in my lite... he told
the congregation, punctuating his thanks IA oh a hallelujah and a "Thank God for Jesus Christ
Swaggart said he and his wife, Frances, also will
be on next Sunday’s program.
In Springfield. Mo., where Swaggart’s Pentecostal denomination has its national headquarters.
spokeswoman Juleen Turnage said the Assemblies of
God leadership is still considering Swaggart’s rehabilitation and has not yet ordered him to refrain from
preaching.
"Until a decision is made at the end of this
month, he is not under suspension," she said. The
Assemblies’ 250-member General Presbytery plans to
meet March 28-29, reportedly to settle a dispute between a Louisiana district council recommendation of
a three-month suspension and the national executives’
insistence that the suspension last a year.

The last scriptwriters strike was in
1985. Since the WGA won its first
contract in 1947. scriptwriters conducted strikes five times, more than
any other entertainment industry
union .

Roadway violence plagues Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A disputed lane change led
to a brawl and a driver’s window was shattered after another roadway clash in suilent weekend encounters on
area roadways, authorities said.
The brawl followed a confrontation in Pico Rivera
Friday night and the bullet -shattered window was the result of a conflict on the Hollywood Freeway early Sunday, officers said.
Los Angeles police Sgt. John Wickham said an 18- ,
year-old Redondo Beach man, with three passengers.
was driving on the Hollywood Freeway near Silver Lake
Boulevard when he came up behind a slow moving car in
the fast lane.
When he attempted to pass on the right, a woman
passenger in the slower car made "what the victim believed to be gang gestures with her hands." Wickham
said.
Passengers in both cars exchanged obscene gestures
before the woman "cranked a round off" at the victim’s

car, he said.
In Pico Rivera. two people sustained minor injuries
after the lane change dispute.
Carlos Garjales. 25, was driving down Rosemead
Boulevard Friday when a car containing five people
made a sudden lane change and cut him off, said sheriff’s Deputy Eric Smith.
Garjales, of Pico Rivera, turned the corner, pulled
over and got out of his car. Smith said. The five men in
the other car also stopped and got out, brandishing baseball bats and screwdrivers. Smith said.
Garjales fled, hut returned when the men started
smashing his car window s
As the men brawled. sheriff’s deputies arrived.
Four men were arrested and hooked for investigation
of assault with a deadly weapon. The fifth man in the car
escaped. Smith said.
Bail for all four was set at 5100,000. said Deputy
David Lubeley.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge 10,1.,
dismissed Pat Robertson’s 535 million libel sun
against a former congressman who questioned his war
record after the GOP presidential candidate agreed to
pay the court costs.
U.S. District Judge Joyce Hens Green signed a
brief order dismissing the case ’with prejudice."
which mean, that II rnier Rep. Pala N. McCloskey
Jr.. R-Calit. is legally the victor in the dispute.
Robertson accepted the condition the judge int
posed on Friday in a one -sentence letter from his at,
tomey Douglas V. Rigler that was delivered to the
judge’s chambers by messenger.

FREE PARKING.

port monitored in Nicosia.
Iran said it first learned about
Iraq’s new missiles seven months
ago and had warned the Soviets that
any use of the rockets would harm
relations between Tehran and Moscow, IRNA said.
In Moscow. the Soviet news
agency Tass said a mob besieged the
embassy, pelted it with rocks and
tried to set fires. threatening the lives
of Soviet diplomats and their families. Similar "hostile actions- were
directed Sunday at the Soviet Consulate in Isfahan. Iran. Tass said
without elaborating.

two.
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2020 Camden Ave.
San Jose, CA 95124
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In recognition of
NATIONAL FOREIGN LANGUAGE WEEK
(March 7-12)
the Department of Foreign Languages
invites you to view a half hour
video tape

Foreign Languages in Careers
on
Tuesday. March 8
and
Thursday, March 10
from 12:30 to 1:20
in Sweeney Hall 241
Refreshments %vitt be available.
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"Maybe there is no man in history who has been
humiliated :IS iouch as I have." Swaggart said. "I am
going to tell you I deserved it all."

Navy, Soviet embassies
attacked by Iranians

NICOSIA. Cyprus I
Navy helicopters dodged heavy machine-gun fire in the Persian Gulf,
and Iranian rioters reportedly atTheatre. For information. call 924- tacked the Soviet Embassy in Tehran
to protest the alleged sale of Soviet
4530.
(’Iube I.usitania: I.inguica Sale. missiles to Iraq.
In another development. Iran and
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.. International
Food Bazaar. For information, call Iraq launched more missile and warplane raids on each other’s capitals
262-8044.
Sunday. according to official news
MEChA: General meeting. 5:30 reports. Both sides reported civilians
p.m.. Chicano Library Resource killed and wounded hut gave no figCenter, Wahlquist Library North ures
Rimini 307. For information. call
Western military analysts say the
2914-2531.
long-range missiles Iraq is now
using in its war against Iran are SoTHURSDAY
viet -made Scud -Bs fitted with strapChristian Science organization: on boosters to enable them to reach
Testimony meeting . 3:30 p. in.. Tehran 290 minks from the Iran -Iraq
Music building 157. For informa- border.
Iran was believed to be behind the
tion. call 245-3289.
pre -dawn attack Sunday on the
Campus Ministry: Personal growth American helicopters which were on
group. 7-9 p.m.. 3(8) S. 10th St. For a reconnaissance flight in the central
information. call298-0204.
gulf.
SJSU Karate Club: Pizza Party.
U.S. officials said the helicopters
7:30-10:00 p.m.. 5.1
Pacheco evaded the gunfire. which came
Room.
from an oil platform and several
Re-entry Club: Support group drop- boats. No casualties were reported
in i.gntelf
2-3:30 p.m.. S.U. Pa- The Navy did not say how many ol
checo Room. For infornudion, call its helicopters were in% olved in the
incident.
924-5930.
The attack came about 25 hours
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
after
a U.S. warship, on patrol far,
p.m.. Art Building Room 139. For
ther north in the gulf, tired at what
information. call 277-8225.
were believed to be Iranian speedSJSU Cycling Club: Meeting. 7:30 boats heading toward one of the
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For in- Navy’s offshore supply barges.
formation, call 279-3603.
The two encounters shattered one
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Movie: of the longest periods of quiet in the
"Before Stonewall.’ reflection of gulf since the so-called "tankei
Gay history. 4:30 p.m.. S.U. Alma- war" began lOur years ago. There
den Room. For inf
anon. call were no reported attacks on shipping
263-2312.
by either Iraq or Iran since early last
month.
I RIDAY
Also Sunday. thousands of Irani
Electrical Engineering Depart- arts marched through central Tehran
lasto the Soviet Embassy, claiming
ment: Discussion of LEDs and
ers for fiber optics. 12:30-1:30 p.m.. Moscow had supplied Iraq with
inforilniFor
Room.
Almaden
long-range missiles, Iran’s Islamic
S.U.
Republic News Agency said in a re
hon. call 924-1950.
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Swaggart. whose ministry laid off 100 workers
and called a halt to new construction last week, asked
viewers for donations. He told them that Jimmy
Swaggart Ministries is now in the hands of God.

Under terms of the dismissal. Robertson must pay
court fees, printing costs and court reporters’ tees, but
not McCloskey’s attorney’s fees. McCloskey said in
National church officials could not be reached for an inter’ n, Saturday that he would file a motion or a
Cl mment Sunday. Mrs. Tumage said they %sere head- separate .1111 l. reel Ner his legal expenses

JOSE STATE SPECIALS
SAN
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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ing to Orlando. 1.1a.. tor a meeting of the National
Evangelical Association.
Though Swaggart’s public confession did not
specify how he had sinned, Louisiana leaders of the
Assemblies of God have confirmed seeing photographs of him at a New Orleans motel with a reputed
prostitute.
Debra Murphree, who claims to be that woman.
said Swaggart paid her to pose naked and talk dirty
while he watched.

Jimmy confesses
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Winning streak
extends to three
SPORTS
By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer
After dropping seven straight, the
Spartan men’s basketball team is on
a three -game winning streak, culminating with Saturday’s 69-62 win
over Fresno State.
With the game being the final
played at Civic Auditorium this season. seniors Ricky Berry and Gerald
Thomas were honored along with
their parents prior to the start.
"I don’t think it’s really hit me
yet," Thomas said, referring to
questions about him playing his final
game. "It will probably hit after the
(PCAA) tournament."
Berry scored 21 points and
Thomas 10 to help SJSU to a much needed victory.
"We have to have momentum
heading into the tournament,"
Thomas said. "The team’s playing
better now that we’re heading into
the tournament."
The 6-foot -9 Thomas, playing forward, grabbed six rebounds.
We’re just playing under control, and it’s working out the way it
should." Thomas said. "Everybody’s starting to know their job."
The Spartans took command of
the game early behind some adequate foul line shooting from guard
Rodney Scott, who finished with 10
points.
Scott went to the line within the
first minute of play after being
fouled hy Bulldog guard Andre
Sims, sinking one and missing one.
After a Fresno State turnover, the
Spartans drove the length of the
court finishing up the trip with a
Berry layup.
The Bulldogs, who turned the ball
over 20 times in the game. turned it
over again and SJSU capitalized
with Thomas sinking a seven looter.
Fresno State 6-1oo1-6 center Derrik Barden then committed his first

foul, giving the Spartans the ball
again. Scott then went up for a shot
and was again fouled by Sims. Scott
went to the line and sank two, giving
SJSU a 7-0 lead in the first three
minutes of play.
The Spartans never did give up the
lead, topping the Bulldogs by 10,
12, and 15 points in the first half.
But Fresno State was kept in the
game by some exceptional play from
6-foot -6 forward Jervis Cole who led
all scorers with 24 points in the
game. Cole also grabbed 11 rebounds, helping his team stay close.
With only 42 seconds remaining
in the game, Fresno’s Dan Williams
tipped in a missed shot from Cole to
cut the Spartan lead to just four
points. 63-59.
With time running out the Bulldogs’ Kevin Stevenson. by order of
coach Ron Adams, fouled Spartan
Steve Haney who went to the line in
a 1 -and- I situation and dropped in
two points. The same then happened
to Berry who did just as well as
Haney from the line, giving SJSU an
eight -point lead with 24 seconds remaining.
Fresno guard Leo Walker then hit
a 20-footer for three points narrowing the gap tp five points with 17
seconds to play.
Memories of last Sunday’s overtime game against Utah State started
playing over and over in some of the
minds of the near-capacity crowd.
The Spartans had a five point lead
with only 15 seconds remaining in
that game, when the Aggies Jeff Anderson hit a 20-footer for three
points making it a two-point game.
Anderson, under orders of Utah
coach Rod Tueller, then fouled Scott
who went to the line in a bonus 1 -

Ron Green

SJSU’s Anthony Perry, left, and Gerald Thomas scramble for the ball against a Fresno State Bulldog player.
and- I situation and missed. Utah
State’s Kevin Nixon then went coast
to coast and scored a game tying
layup to send the game into overtime. The Spartans went on to win
that game in overtime by a score of
96-95.
The stage was again set for the
same type of follies, hut Fresno State
fouled the wrong Spartan. Berry
went to the line after being fouled by
Barden. Berry, who went 10-for-11
at the charity line, made both of his
shots giving the Spartans an seven
point lead that they would hold onto
until the final buzzer sounded, giving the Spartans the win.
"It wasn’t a pretty victory but it
was a win," coach Bill Berry said.
"I’m really pleased to win. This win

really helps us."
The Spartans, who finish up the
regular season with a record of 8-10
and 13-14 overall, will face UOP in
the first round of the PCAA tournament at the Forum in Inglewood.
"We can’t take
UOP for
granted," coach Berry said. "In the
tournament anything could happen."
The Spartans beat the Tigers
Thursday night in San Jose by a
score of 80-59.
Ricky Berry connected on only
five of 20 shots from the field
against Fresno but still led the Spartans with 21 points.
"He might have been trying too
hard, coach Berry said. "He
wasn’t concentrating on the bucket.

Spring training: Life in the slow lane
Associated Press
Welcome to spring training, where every
player is a star and every fan is special.
In Plant City, Fla., folks spill into an aisle
near the Cincinnati Reds’ dugout. A rookie usher
asks her wrinkled supervisor what to do about the
traffic jam.
"Nothing." the old pro says. "This is the
only time they’ll ever get he this close to ’em."
In Dunedin, a kid shows off a shiny ball
signed by some muscled Toronto Blue Jays’ prospect.
"Who’d ya get?" a fellow Little Leaguer
asks
the youngester
"Don’t know. I can’t read it
frowns. Then, he brightens. "But he autographed
it."
Over in Orlando, where the Minnesota Twins
train, everyone knows Frank Viola. He’s the
World Series MVP, a big-timer now, but he has
time for everybody,
"How ya doin’?" he says, stopping to chat

with the crowd. "I’m in no hurry. ’
For the most part, no one is in a hurry during
spring training. Oh, once in awhile a cooler-than cool millionaire will brush past those that help pay
his salary.
But usually, things move pretty slowly around
this time. It is baseball as it once was, where players, fans and all concerned go at the same speed.
"I remember when we used to come here right
after World War II," said St. Louis coach Red
Schoendienst at ceremonies commemorating the
Cardinals’ 50th spring in St. Petersburg.
"The Yankees and Cardinals both used to he
here. We’d see a movie, go down to the pool
mom and hang around until 11 o’clock and then
go to bed."
Times change, as do the players’ bedtimes.
Still, baseball this month is more like a game that
keeps everyone young, rather than a business that
makes people grow old.
In the fantasy world of Florida. surrounded by
Disney World. Busch Gardens and the Alligator

Jungle. big things, like a cold night in October
when Game 7 of the World Series is on the line.
seem so far away that they don’t really matter. All
teams are 0-0 and share the same hope.
Three elderly men with canes wobble toward a
Gatorade jug on a Houston Astros’ practice field
in Kissimmee.
They surround it and study it, as if it was an
as if this object held
atomic bomb or. at least,
the key to the upcoming season.
"Yep," one of the grandfathers says, nodding
approvingly. "Those players need their juice."
There is a trend toward new training complexes, more functional for teams but more antiseptic and lacking the charm of spring training.
Yet in these gleaming. impersonal structures.
the bond is not broken. First -base coaches can be
heard telling their guys to run out fly balls. umpires shout to their booing public and managers
talking to fans while the game is in progress.
In other words, everyone on the same level
and baseball as it should he.

Winter Games are gone; so is the money
CALGARY. Alberta AP)
Cheer up, America. The Olympics
are over and you won’t have to look
at those depressing medal tables anymore.
Of course, you didn’t have to look
at them in the first place. You could
have concentrated on what the
Olympics were supposed to be all
about the spirit of the event, an
opportunity for the athletes of the
world to meet in friendly competition, sportsmanship and good will.
But in bottom -line America, people worry about more tangible matters, like how much hardware you
won, not how many friends you
made. So the medal count became a
big deal. Not to the athletes, perhaps. hut then who cares what they
think?
From the beginning, they are
raised with conflicting messages. In
one ear they are told. "It’s not
whether you win or lose; it’s how
you play the game." And in the
other, we whisper, "Winnin? isn’t
everything; it’s the only thing. ’
If you think they are confused by
that, consider how the U.S. Olympic
Committee feels when American
networks pay big bucks for television rights to the Games, and then
the IOC turns huge hunks of that
money over to other members of the
Olympic family. That, of course, in -

eludes the same Eastern bloc nail,
whose success here so irritates our
captains of industry.
Welcome to Catch -22.
’Part of our gross national product. through the television networks,
is going outside the United States,’’
said Robert Helmick, president of
the U.S. Olympic Committee.
We are talking $609 million here,
a substantial piece of change. That is
how much the chancellors of the exchequers at ABC and NBC paid for
1988 Olympic television rights. The
USOC got only $15 million of it.
That is more than previous shares
have been and less than future ones
will be. By 1992, America’s share of
television revenue will he 10 percent. Depending on how deep the
networks’ pockets go then and
you can be sure they won’t be $609
million deep the USOC’s coffers
will be enhanced nicely.
Will that mean more medals? Not
necessarily.
Take, for example, the case of
tiny East Germany. equipped with
only one-fifteenth the population and
one -twenty-fifth the gross national
product of the United States. In 16
days of Olympic competition, however, East Germany. equipped with
a national sports resolve that borders
on the compulsive, won 25 medals
against America’s six.

San Francisco manager
scheduled for knee surgery
SCOTTSDALE. Ariz. (AP)
San Francisco Giants Manager
Roger Craig will undergo anhroscopic surgery to repair a knee injury aggravated while demonstrating a pick -off move, the team
announced on Monday.
The surgery, scheduled for
Thursday. will remove torn canilege from Craig’s left knee.
Craig, The Associated Press
manager of the year in 1987 and a
former pitcher, came to spring

training with the injury and re injured it the first week of camp.
"I thought I could make it
through the season, hut it really
bothered me Sunday." Craig
said. "After talking with the doctors, I just figured I’d get it over
with."
Craig, 58, is expected to miss
two days while recuperating and
hopes to rejoin the team on Saturday.

Daily staff photographer

That irks people like George
Steinbrenner, a modern Yankee
Doodle Dandy born on the Fourth of
July, who chairs a new USOC committee charged with upgrading
America’s Olympic performance.
"Even with our political, social
and economic system, there’s no
reason why we can’t do much, much
better," Helmick says.
But really, we couldn’t do much
better for representation than we did
with some of the athletes who wore
the United States’ colors at these
Games.
There were people like Dan Jansen. skating with a heavy heart after
the death of his sister, and Debbie
Armstrong. gamely defending her
giant slalom gold on one good leg.
There were people like Lyle Nelson, trudging through the ski -and shoot regimen of the biathlon with
no chance against the military men

of the hastern bloc countries. and
Bonny Warner, thrilled with a personal hest sixth -place finish in the
luge.
There were people like Corey Millen and Scott Fusco, hockey players
who endured the disappointment of a
second straight seventh -place Olympic finish, and Mary Docter. the
Milwaukee waitress who gave up her
sport for 31/2 years and then made it
back on the speed skating team after
just two months of training.
They didn’t win a medal among
them, but they hardly could be
termed failures. They were here and
they competed. sometimes under
most trying circumstances. That’s
really the whole idea.
And if standings are really so important to you, check out the NBA
and NHL. Or better yet, the Grapefruit and Cactus Leagues have just
started.

Rick couldn’t throw the ball into the
ocean from the Santa Cruz pier tonight, something would have gotten
in his way, but he’s still a hell of a
player."
Anthony Perry helped the Spartan
cause scoring five points in just 11
minutes of playing time.
"Perry came in and gave us a
lift," coach Berry said, adding.’ If
you don’t think that’s a lot just look
at the score."
Steve Haney also scored 13
points, nine of which were from the
three-point range. The Spartans also
got 10 each from Thomas and Scott.
Dietrich Waters scored eight and
grabbed eight rebounds.
"Dietrich’s been rebounding like
a maniac... coach Berry said.

Fresno will also play in the first
State
Fullerton
facing
round,
Wednesday at 7 p.m.. SJSU will
play at 9 p.m.

PCAA Standings

Lady umpire close
to impossible dream
PALM BEACH GARDENS.
Fla. (AP) Pam Postema, who
could become major league baseball’s first female umpire. is
dreaming an impossible dream.
"What I’d like to do is sneak
up real quietly if I do get there."
Postema said Saturday before she
worked the Atlanta Braves and
Montreal Expos exhibition game
one of a full slate she is umpiring this spring.
"She’s here not because she’s
a female." FAI Vargo, National
League supervisor of umpires,
said of Postema’s tryout. "She’s
here because she’s an umpire.
"After spending 11 years in
the minor leagues, she deserved a
look and we’re giving it to here.
What the future is. I don’t
know."
The 34-year-old Postema, who
is 5 -foot -8. is under contract to
the Triple A American Association, where she worked last season after four years in the Pacific
Coast League.

"I’m hoping to do well and
make it to the major leagues."
Postema said. "That’s the hope
of every Triple A umpire. There
are a lot of other guys hoping
too."
Postema, a native of Willard,
Ohio, who lives in Phoenix.
Ariz., during the offseason and
drives a delivery truck for United
Parcel Service, said she played
softball as a girl, but never
thought about umpiring until she
saw an ad in a Gainesville, Fla.
newspaper for the Al Summers
umpiring school while living with
her sister.
"It’s not something I always
wanted to do." she explained. "I
was at a period in my life where I
didn’t know what I wanted to
do."
Si) she went to the school and
got a job in the Gulf Coast
League that year. sending her on
the route to her new career.
"The minors are tough. It gets
easier as you go up.
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Women’s basketball drops season finale
By Kathy
hite
Daily start writer
Nothing unusual happened for the
SJSU women’s basketball team Saturday night as it lost its 32nd straight
PCAA game. Fresno State topped
the Spanans 91-55 in Fresno to close
SJSU’s season.
The Spartans finished with a 1-26
overall record and an 0-l8 PCAA record behind the guidance of secondyear coach Tina Krah.
"We didn’t have too much going
for us going into this game," Krah
said
about
Saturday’s
game.
’ Fresno was real motivated."
Motivated was probably an understatement with a sell-out crowd of
approximately 1,200 people watching and Fresno State coach Bob
Spencer going for his 500th win in
the team’s last home game. Three of
the players on the team are seniors
playing on their home turf for the
final time.
"There was a lot of hoopla going
on and the crowd was really wound
up," Krah said. "I don’t know that
that affected us so much as it really
kept Fresno going through the whole

game. They were really motivated
and up through the whole game."
The Bulldogs came out strong in
the first half, scoring 50 points to
SJSU’s 24 by the buzzer.
"We didn’t do very well in that
first half, but I think we did much
better in the second half," Krah
said.
The score indicated that with
Fresno State only outscoring the
Spartans by 10 points in that second
half, 41-31.
SJSU was led by freshman standout LaTasha Causey with 19 points.
It was the seventh consecutive game
in which Causey had scored in double-figures.’ She leads the team in
scoring, averaging just over 10
points a game.
"She’s been our most consistent
player down the stretch." Krah said.
"For a guard, she gets a lot of rebounds and she does really well."
Causey is seventh in the PCAA in
steals, adding one more after Saturday’s effort.
Also playing well for the Spartans
was senior Joyce Stewart in her final
appearance in an SJSU uniform.

SJSU softball wins
two against USE
By Jennifer Truman
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s softball team swept the
University of San Francisco in
Friday’s double-header, 9-1 and
3-2.
"The hitters are really coming
out for us," coach Kathy Strahan
said.
The Spartans collected 21 hits
off the Dons’ two starting pitchers. Sharon Cafini went 4-for-4
with two home runs in the first
game.
"Actually, the field we played
on didn’t have fences." Strahan
said. "The balls just kept rolling.
On one of them. Sharon was in
the dugout by the time the girl got
the ball."
Cafini had three runs batted in
in the first game. In the second
game Cafini collected a single
and a stolen base.
"As I said before. Sharon is
the spark plug for us," Strahan
said. "I think she’s going to be
the surprise for us, the surprise
for the conference being from
SJSU.
"Her offense is much better
than her defensive skills." Strahan said. "It is her offense that
has won her the position at right
field. Her defense really hasn’t
been tested yet."
Catcher Kelli Moulden went
2 -for-2 in the second game
against USF. Moulden’s first two
at hats were sacrifices, the first to

move Tiffany Cornelius to third
and the second to move left
fielder Suzy Sheets to third and
into potential scoring position.
"Kelli did a good job for us. I
think she was a little nervous,"
Strahan said. "I have confidence
in her to come in at a moment’s
notice."
"I don’t think I did too bad for
not practicing at catcher this
year," Moulden said. "I was nervous. It was the team that came
up with the big plays when we
needed it."
The original catcher slated for
the first game, Tammy Rudd.
was hit in the eye by the ball during infield practice. The injury allowed Joyce Brune to catch the
first game with Moulden starting
the second.
Rudd is listed as probable to
start in tonight’s double-header at
Santa Clara.
"This one means a lot to me to
win." Strahan said. "Their head
coach, Alli McCargo, played
under me my first year here, the
first year we had softball at
SJSU."
Pitching in the Santa Clara
game for the Spartans are Gale
Dean and Tina Roberts.
"They (Santa Clara) have been
playing up and down." Strahan
said. "Their on -base person is
Tammy Baptista. She could score
all by herself because of her
speed."

Late night golf not
just for insomniacs
ENID, Okla. (Al’) Whack! A
beam of yellow -green light streaks
into the night sky, descends like a
falling star and comes to a sudden
halt.
This is no illusion. It’s as real as a
seven -iron approach shot to an elevated green at midnight.
"It’s a beautiful sight," said
David Dick, who along with Pat Donehue and Roy Wedel chartered the
Night Golfers Association.
Members of the NGA are not insomniacs or lunatics. But they do
enjoy the spectacle of sending
streams of light into the night sky.
These nocturnal linksters use
clear, hard rubber golf balls into
which fluorescent glow sticks are inserted.
By definition, it must he dark in
order to play night golf.
"That’s the only way you can see

Copies
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310 S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
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295-5511

the ball,’ said Dick. "Sszmetimes
without a moon, it can get really
dark, and that’s when you can see
the balls the best.’
Dark nights can also incite fear
Stephen King kind of fear, the kind
that exists mostly in the imagination.
"It’s scary, don’t let anybody kid
you." said Dick. "It sounds kind of
silly, but you really do get kind of
jumpy out there.
"We were playing ... one night
and I hit my drive left into the trees.
Now, that’s a pretty dense stand of
trees anyway. but at midnight. it
looks like a forest."

Stewart had 15 points and seven rebounds. Mary Beth Ledesma, the
other senior to leave the Spartans,
had 10 points and six rebounds.
"Mary Beth really played well."
Krah said. "She did a really fine job
out on the floor.
Krah was not completely disappointed in the Spartans last effort of
the season.
"We did some pm] things,"
Krah said. "It was more a 20-point
ballgame than a 36-point game. We
did a lot of good things that just
aren’t reflected on the slat sheet.’
Some of those things. Krah said.
were a full -court press that worked
effectively and an ability to read and
break up Fresno’s defense.
"Our players went out and gave it
(heir best shot." Krah said. "I’d say
they played intensely for 40 minutes."
Dana Jones wasn’t given the
chance to play intensely for 40 minutes. Jones was ejected from the
game for throwing an elbow in the
second half.
"The officiating wasn’t very
good," Krah said. "A lot of their

SPORTS
’It was more a 20point ballgame than
a 36 -point game. We
did a lot of good
things that just
aren’t reflected on
the stat sheet.’
Tina

Kroh,

women’s basketball roach

calls were yery questionable and that
took us a little out of our game. Dana
is 5 -foot -6 and they accused her of
elbowing a girl that is 6-6. I just
can’t see that since Dana was probably defending herself more than anything."
In the first half, the foul ratio was
definitely in Fresno’s favor with
SJSU having 13 fouls and the Bulldogs just four.
"We just didn’t have much going
for us." Krah said.
There’s always next season.

PCAA Standings
Team (Overall)
Long Beach State (22-5)
UNLV
Fullerton State 117-10)
San Diego State (20-9)
Fresno State (16-11)
UC-Irvine (12-14)
Hawaii (13-14)
Pacific (9-18)
UC-Santa Barbara (10-16)
SJSU (1-25)

W

18
14
12
11
11
10
7
4
3
0

L
0
4
6
7
7
8
11
14
15
17

Soviet Union gives baseball a try
-- I he
LAKELAND, Ha. I
United States loses to the Soviet
Union in luge. They beat us in biathlon.
Big deal. Those aren’t real sports
anyway.
But before Americans get ready to
swallow some more Olympic pride
this, summer, here’s a comforting
learning
thought the Soviets are
to play baseball.
And they’re serious about our national pastime.
"We know it will take a long
time," Alexander Ardatov, head
coach of the Soviet national team,
said through an interpreter. "We do
not expect to play like your professionals for awhile. Maybe 10
years."
Ten years? The Seattle Mariners
have been trying for 11 and still
can’t do it right.
The Soviets have a method. Call it
a 10-year plan. They will practice
and practice and practice until they
are perfect.

It is suggested to thein that baseball requires great patience and some
degree of cool and calm. It is a foreign thought.
"When we win, then we’ll
relax," Ardatov said, with emphasis.
"We do not want to wait. We
want to work."
Which is why it seems strange Ardatov and his assistant, Gela Cheehradze. are spending three weeks in
Florida observing spring training.
Somehow, the meaning of "training" gets lost in the translation between English and Russian.
Their translator, a pleasant Soviet
native named Raisa, admits the
coaches are somewhat puzzled by
the major leaguers. Perhaps. they
wonder, the players should be doing
more.
"They are very strong, but they
do not use their whole energy,"
Cheehradze said.
Very observant. Very true.
Wherever they go, they carry a

notebook to mite doe. II N111:11 they
have seen. The coaches intently
study every detail, discuss it and imitate the motions of the players. Everything is new to them and they
often seem surprised.
Raisa watches, too. She sees the
second baseman throw the ball into
the dugout. She shrugs as if she has
seen this many times before.
She has lived in this country for
eight years. The first seven were in
Cleveland.
The coaches have spent time with
the Los Angeles Dodgers. Kansas
City Royals and Detroit Tigers. Not
the Reds. Theyllnet those two good
will ambassadors of baseball,
Tommy Lasorda and Sparky Anderson.
"Just ask me and Tommy over to
your country for a few pointers."
Anderson joked. "We’ll really have
YOU confused."
The coaches listened. They did
not smile.
"We’re never confused." they

said.
Within two or three years. the So
viets hope to be playing baseball at
the small college level. Their goal is
to be competitive by 1992. when
baseball becomes an official Olympic sport.
There are about 30 teams in the
Soviet Union, with most of the players 18 years old and up. Kids are
starting now. although many have to
use tennis balls wrapped in tape and
pliy on converted soccer fields.
No games have been shown on
Soviet television, but a videotape titled "What is Baseball?" is being
circulated.
"It is not as easy as it looks."
Cheehradze said. "It takes a lot of
skill."
The Soviet coaches say everyone
here has been eager to help them.
That’s the way it should be. Glasnost, you know.
Just don’t teach ’em the split -fingered fastball.

Player’s sudden death devastates school
BUFFALO. N.Y. (AP)
It took
Jeff Taggart’s death for Canisius
College Coach Marty Marbach to
fully appreciate the impact of his
life.
Taggart, a local schoolboy star
who went on to be a starter for the
Golden Griffins, suffered a seizure
and fatal heart attack Saturday night
during a game against Niagara. It
came only three days before his 21st
birthday.
After the game. Marbach, a former Villanova assistant in his first
year as a head coach, wandered
through the dormitory where Taggart
lived and felt the loss though the
emotions of his player’s friends.
"It’s just too bad it seems when
someone passes that you really take
the time to see the good in somebody," Marbach. his eyes red’
ringed from lack of s!eep. said Sunday.
"You know as a coach, you get so
wrapped up in the basketball," he
continued, searching for words.
"Sure, we were close, but now,
now it all comes together. You hear
all the stories told by the regular students and the players. You just really
realize what we missed."
Marbach said Taggart’s death will
probably alter the way he sees the
people who play on his team.
"I think I will take more time to
appreciate more of the good things
and to help future players and our
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is pretty
remote. It’s not
supposed to happen
to young people.’
’Death

Father Paul Dugan,
campus minister
players understand how lucky we
really are," he said.
The tragic death of Taggart. a 6-3
guard -forward who made friends
easily, left this small Catholic school
devastated, according to campus
minister Father Paul Dugan.
Like Marbach and most of the
Canisius players, Fr. Dugan also
wandered through the dormitories

Sunday night, crying with some,
praying with others and trying to explain the inexplicable.
"Death is pretty remote." he
said. "It’s not supposed to happen to
young people. When it happens to
somebody they know, and some of
them witnessed it, it devastates
them."
Those who knew him said Taggart
was a happy-go-lucky guy who
made those around hint feel good.
"He was quick-witted and very
friendly," Marbach said. "He was
just a good guy to be around."
Co -captains Brian Smith and Nick
Macarchuk recalled that the sight of
Taggart was often enough to trigger
a smile. If that didn’t do it, what
Taggart would say generally did.
"Jeff had a great sense of
humor," said Macarchuk, whose father coached Taggart during his first

PLYMOUTH

two years at the school before leaving to take the coaching job at Ford ham University. "He was such a
clown in the locker room. Everyone
would look to Jeff and he would say
something funny or do something
funny."
An autopsy revealed Taggart had
an enlarged heart. hut Erie County
Medical Exaiminer Dr. Sung-ook
Balk said it would be weeks before
complete test results will enable him
to pinpoint the reason for the heart
failure.
Meanwhile, with a wake set for
Wednesday and a funeral the next
day, his friends and family remain
stunned.
"I still can’t believe it," said his
brother Keith, 12. "I just saw him
yesterday and now, all of a sudden.
he’s just gone. I didn’t even get a
chance to say goodbye...
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CAREER SEARCH WORKSHOP
HOW TO FIND
THE RIGHTJOB
2. NEW CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
v. RESUMES
w INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
DRESSING TIPS

PI{ ESENTEI

CAREERS

1 unit, 1 week, NAT S 151
(may repeat for credit 2 times)
$85 plus $39 food fee
Orientation Meeting
Friday, March 18, 7-10 p.m.,
Science Building 142
For further information:
Field Studies in Natural History
Dwight Bente! Hall 136B
(408) 924-2625

FREE AND OPEN TO EVERYONE
PARTICIPANTS WILL RICIIVI A TRH MUIR MINCH WORKBOOK. RISUNII GUIDO, AND MUCH moon!

General Workshop: Thursday, March 10: 12:30 pm
Unamhum Room, Student Union
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SJSU helps area
homeless people
Alumna effort sends food to shelter;
Greek fraternity begins blanket drive
They wander around the campus n all no other
place to go and no family to call. They are the
homeless. Now, some students want to lend a
hand.
Lynn knab. SJSU alumna and employee. contacted Feed the Homeless when she saw an ad in a
local paper. Organized by employees at Ujena.
Feed the Homeless distributed collection boxes to
local businesses and organizations.
There are collection boxes in the Associated
Students business office and in the A.S. government office. Donations of canned food will he
taken to a local homeless shelter. City Team Rescue Mission.
Jenah said she contacted the agency because
"my heart goes out to
the homeless. I see
them every day here at
school. If we are going
to save the world, we
have to start locally.’
Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity is trying to
help also. They are
having a blanket drive
froni March 9 to II .
The blankets they collect will he distributed
to local shelters such as
Urban Ministries, located just a block from
campus. Times and locations for the collection are listed in SpartaGuide.
Teke member Lawrence Donoghue said.
"We (the fraternity)
see it as a social need.
All we’re asking is that
people bring old useable blankets."
"At first when I was a freshman. I thought the
homeless were a nuisance, hut then I looked at it
from their side. They are cold, they are hungry "
Donoghue said.
And from their side it does look bleak.
Robert James is 53. Four years ago he had a
stroke. He couldn’t work anymore and after two
months in the hospital. he had nowhere to stay. He
became one of the Bay area’s thousands iii’ homeless.
He only stays in the shelters on the coldest of
nights when they’re not alread filled. "I’m a
man, I want to make it on my on
James said.
"There are people who go hum -hashing.
sometimes they get me." His scars provide a grim
illustration.
"Just about everybody- P loon -tc homeless.
sometimes it’s not that had. just al night. %%hen it
gets so cold. he said.
But James has hope. "God]] wiurk things out
for me. I’m moving up in the world. look "lie
points to his new shopping cart, it holds his sleep,
ing bag. blankets and clothes. "That’s no can.
that’s a Mercedes.
Some of the homeless prefer staying in the
shelters.
Shawn Gunter is only 21. She has been homeless since January. Raped by relatives as a child
and teenager, she distrusts men and has great difficulty holding a jot). she said.
"They say I’m mentally ill. I don’t care that
they say it. that way I can stay in the shelters
longer. she said. Two weeks is the limit that most
shelters allow the majority of their guests to stay.
Gunter stays in Julian Inn, a shelter run hy Urban
Ministries. It sleeps 77 men and women nightly.
Jim Wince, director of the Human Relations

Although they don’t takes classes, the homeless are a part of the VAT community.
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Council for the county, said 900 beds are available
in the county for the homeless every night, but
they fill up. On cold nights 300-400 homeless people are turned away.
It is estimated there are 17,0tal people per year
in this county who are homeless said Keith
Schwartz, director of shelters for Urban Ministries.
Another guest of Julian Inn is Ricky Rivers. He
has been in this county since November. "I came
because I was supposed to have a job lined up. At
first it sounded real good, but now I can see it was
just a runaround."
And then he broke his leg. "I got no friends
out here, nowhere to stay.
So he goes from
shelter to shelter. Rivers said being homeless
is "constant pain and
constant
worry.
it
makes you suicidal.
"After awhile you
don’t care about yourself, you got no pride
so you drink to escape," he said.
Schwartz, said the
shelter receives very
little money and sometimes "we have to
scramble" to feed the
people who come in.
"We rely on donations
of food to keep our program
going." he said.
James Reed,
Schwartz
added.
reformed drug
"We are so hurting for
addict blankets, sheets and
pillows, it’s unbelievable."
He admitted the policy of the shelter contributes to the shortage. "If someone walks out with a
blanket because they’re cold, we don’t stop
t hem
Schwartz said, "Band -aids (food and shelter)
are really neccessary hut we need to start dealing
with the root problem, like low-income housing
We need to make a committment to the homeless.
We need to change our priorities."
Jenah, the person responsible for the collection
boxes, said. "The students should form an association that would perlorm regular acts of collection for the homeless -- distributing to local shelters. It would he a direct link between SJSU and
the homeless.
And people are truly helped by-the shelters
James Reed. 25. wandered into Rescue MI,
skirl because "I needed a place to stay until I went
hack to jail."
"I fried (took LSD) a lot. I just wasn’t making
It, I was in and out of jail. Then I came here. This
( iod-stuff really made sense." he said.
"Almost two years I’ve been at the same job
now." He is a proud graduate of the drug and alco
hol rehabilitation program at Rescue Mission and
comes back to help those who are still struggling
with their addictions.
Leo Caron. director Of Rescue Mission said.
"Unlike many other shelters, we try to meet both
the spiritual as well as the physical needs of the
homeless,’’
Lieutenant Shannon Maloney of the University
Police Department said. "The homeless are part ot
the education. They are part of our environment at
this school. He said the students need to accept
them.
Charon said, "We should think about them as
citizens of the county. they are not separate, hut an
integral part of us.’’

’1 fried (took
LSD) a lot. 1
just wasn’t
making it; I
was in and
out of jail.
Then I came
here.’

%hove. Robert
James, one of San
Jose’s homeless.
resides in St. James
park. Below, the
calm before the
storm. At shelters
such as the City
Team Rescue
Mission.
afterrumms are
quiet until about
2511 hungry men
come to be fed.
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AIDS book might alarm public
NEW YORK (AP)
Two noted
sex experts who criticized health authorities for failing to stress the
threat of AIDS to heterosexuals have
themselves been criticized by an
AIDS expert for making recommendations that might alarm the public.

for widespread mandatory testing for
acquired immune deficiency syndrome infection by pregnant women,
couples seeking marriage licenses
and hospital patients between ages
15 and 60.

health policy
recommendations
that will surely alarm the public."
said Mathilde Krim, founding chairwoman of the American Foundation
for AIDS Research.
"From everything we
know
today,
such
mandatory
testing
schemes will not help protect the
public." she said Saturday.
Masters and Johnson’s book suggests that to guard against infection.
potential sexual partners undergo
tests and remain monogamous.
The book disputed estimates that
there are now about I .5 million people infected with the virus in the
United States.

Excerpts from the book are appearing in this week’s issue of
Newsweek magazine. The authors
run the Masters and Johnson Institute in Si. Louis and wrote a best
seller, "Human Sexual Response."

But in their new book. William
Masters and Virginia Johnson say
that medical experts have played
down their findings rather than present worst -case scenarios "in the understandable wish to avoid mass
p anic."

"Masters and Johnson may have
expertise in sexuality but they have
no credentials to justify their recommendations concerning AIDS public

The book, "Crisis: Heterosexual
Behavior in the Age of AIDS,- calls
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first

nand

knowledge

of

eco-

nomic business, scientlfic. and
political conditions in home country for consulting easistance For
into, and resume to BCS
700 St Msrys Pi Suite 1400, San
Antonio, Ty 78205 or call (8001
642-5154
GENERAL OFFICE WORK flex nrs
Non
20.4
Typing 60 WP11
smoker, eel Elm at 435-0997
GRAPHIC ARTISTS needed for freelance work Must hawser...nen. with design. layout ...up etc Call Linde .1 964-4235
HEAD COACH FOR *Nal. area
. ,,lm t.rn April-July Salary ne
gotlable Call 379-5561 tor info
HOME MANAGER Group Home Man
agar for community -batted res8
dentist program tor young adults
with autism & reiNed devet
cement& dlsabillties home to be
located in He San Jose area & to
open in April BA in Rumen San
ices or Wetted Said & prey.u,
.,per in the field of developmental disabilities Salary rens. 117

urflh

KAY JEWELERS in EASTRIDGE ha
part-time openings Good Nip.0
ence for business mo)ors’ Paid
commission Flex lb.
hourly
hours E0E, call 274-9247
LIFEGUARDS Seiteonal & year round
positions ovellable now Salary
Lifeguards, $5 50-$6 40hr Pool
Call
managers
$7 00-$8 60 hr
941-2470
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS
hr
e yeletle immediately
Northern California Nannies, Ills)
949-2133
PART TIME, FULL TIME JOBS available’ Never aft. Call BEST Tamporery Serykes, 584-134010, Ms

HELP WANTED

professional

We provide sales & management training &
guaranteed

000 to S21.000 Call 374-6224

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
unique bookstore specialising
event. labor
Chicanos

ness

304

Typist..

tails

receptionists,

secretaries.
file
leborers.

clerks

Call Jan or

RECEPTIONIST

Perm PT. annit hR
excellent on phones, PC wp helpful Send resume to M Mee.,
14103 G

Winchester Blvd . Los

Gatos. 95030
RED EYE 1. looking for assistant managers full time & port time in our
local stores

We II work around

school echedules but must nave 2
mornings week opening availability, non-smoker, interested
call at 446-5636
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS." FT PT security 0111ce1t- all ehifts FT PT ev.Ing
proc. servers We will train

.

Apply VAN-

ship roc or equIv

plus

ability to 1111 50 lbs. fork ilft cerlIficat. and California driver’s Ili
cense Nue be U S cltimin Call
415-493-1800. est 445
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK’ Varian
Associetos Microws. Tube Div
In Palo Alto needs
part-time
(7AM-11AM daily) shipping receiving c.rli Requires 2 yrs
caper In shipping. receiving and
cycle audit Call (415) 424-5928
We ere en equal opportunity employer
TEACHER OF RECREATION NEEDED
for a loll time poisitIon at a local
preschool Hr. 2-6PM weekdays
Pays 155, 6 units of ECE
Cont. play with us Call

quit.

286-0883 ack tor Meg
TELEMARKETING. Appointment set
ting Port time. $200 WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH

Walking die-

t.. from campus Afternoon &
evening MM. meltable Good
yoke A personality Call Jerry at

for fundraising & season promotion Miry wage
commission.
Call Bee. Mon-Erl al 257-7383
Direct care
sten needed for nieldentlei teen
ties for ecioNstents and young

the following part fir. potitIone
LIFEGUARD. SS 40-$6 57 hr Requires advanced illesevIng certificate. CPR end First Aid IN*620$7 51hr Requires water .1ery in.
struct/on certifies.. CPR and
First Aid OPEN WATER LIFE
GUARD 57 07-88 59 hr Require.
STRUCTORLIFEGUARD

51911 school red end 1 seseon
experience as iffesherd Aliso requires ...need 111.41vIng certificate, CPR and First Aid ASST
90SWIM POOL MANAGER
E8 395, Require. 2 ...aeons ....nee as a liteguartl swim in
structor or swim pool manager
and WSJ. CPR and First Aid SWIM
MANAGER
$9 24POOL
SI 1 23 hr Require. 3 sermons exi
pen.. in eyrie, pool mgmt .
guarding or swimming Instruction
and WSI. CPR and First Aid SWIM
POOL AIDE $4 17-15 06hr Rs
quires senior lifesaving cert.... CPR and Test Aid Work permit

I/

under

II

CONCESSIONAIRE
87 271,r Requires

yrs
high

of

age
5599-

.5001

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets.
5595000 Cell 224-3935218-1140

224-3939 28E-8840

SAR A
IM
’
SENSITI

..

MY saw O &GORGE

oc,Sre

Medical

Anil TM.,

are

Math

796 6497

get and delux packages from
5209 You keep the negative. Call
Cherie at 274-8099

C.Ik-9

.

’ it
il

1

1

RESEARCH

OK .53 1115 Mt
VE.AtInS tr
NteeLERrrE. , AND
Aird Win
Was 3t4OCHceN

I

Cell 371-7887 ask for SJSU di. -

TRAVEL
FLYING PRIVATE PLANE to Hurnboklt
Friday March illth return March
20 end I need 1 riders 160 round
trip Ben CWyden al 354-9157

OCT rr?’

ACHIEVEMENT.
ACKNOWL-

A Ail SECRETARY, with computer
Close to ochool Avallat. night
end day Rush lob, an. my apeci
allty Call Pam al (404) 221
5025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
all academic typing. Including
APA format, term papers, th...
resurne’s & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
Hriy rates
Mine 251,

ABSTRACT WE RE NOTiNfter quality

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC"
UNWANTED HAIR removed former
Coondentlei
335 S
Beywood
Ave, San Jose cell 247-7414 for

It

41,

.1(1
1

AND

IfIE Fle5T
111/N61
WANT ’00
TO DRAW 15..,
114 LA51 CON&
OINK Mu*.

EXCu4E. ME?

(
C7NN4
POKE

Classified
accuracy gusrenteed Academic
typing our speciality Free pro.
tIng disk Nora.
Reetionabie
W. O fa.I ...dable grimmer.
yris college grads So .11 us
with papers report.. theses (especlally aciance) etc at 2514449
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD

RESSING

Thesis

PROCE

work

spe-

crocassette transcription
Free
disk storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years ...me Coll Chrystal al 9234461
APA FORMAT. term paper th.ls tvelcorned 10 mars typing word processing experience Letter quality

Reason.. Wes Call Anne 57E8539 iSen JO.)
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advents.. our isspertiss Top Sec
rotor. undoe Of all your WORD
promossing needs Greenlee letreports

manuscripts

tere

re-

sumes. term papers the.. We
al.o provide disk store. editing,
grammar and spell checking
PS Laser printing, or printing
from your disk Special discount
Call
tor faculty and firdonts
Printy’s WORDWORKS al (406)
253-WORD Of 253-WORK
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term pa-

Very competitive rat.
dlacount with
Students receive
10 Access Date -291-4982 NW for

pen, manuscripts, screenplays.
resumes, repetitive letters. transcription Free SPELCHEK, copy
edit. dim storage (Mick turn-

Tore.

around

printing

CALL LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pe
pont group prop.., theses etc
ProNselonal word processing,
free diet storage Quick return all
work guarenteed Cassette tr.,script Ion
available
Almaden Brenham area 7 days week Call

Call 246

WORDPROCESSING
Term papers Si 75 p 001 sp and
proofed Small business letters

EVERGREEN

mailing hats

rm....tiers

flyer.

wee..
promets
instructor
Quality guaranteed On campus
pkkup delivery Call (408) 2743644 Peeve me...)

264-4504
DO IT WRITE’ Word processing, 20
years ...enCl rm.., letters, mailing lists, books, artkl.
Proofreeding,

Santa Clara

5825

editing

evelieble

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ecedernic business legal word
processing needs
reports

resumes

Tenn simpers
group

Mitre

protects manuals Melees etc Al
madernIc formats A APA Free
disk store., SPELCI4EK, punctuation grammar essIstance All
work guarentesd For that motes .1011.1. quick A dependable worry
fre eervice at its best with AFFORDABLE RATES. call PAM et
247-2661 (Sante Clare) STUDENT

12 year, sanrelerlal

experience No lob too lerge or
too
small
Rate
Student
112 50 in Reg $111 00 M Hours
8 30-5 PM ishernoon hours by
appointment) Call Anna at 9724992
RESUMES
area

TYPING

WRITING

Bay

1 N.M. 40 years wipe
Carew
Consultstions
Seminars All lob Nees Career
Centel 243-4070
dence

& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
GOOD TYPIST" R..onst. rel.
Call E.. al 251-42150, 272’5033

SUCCESS

Will pick-up and deliver
LASERJET OUTPUT Year, of imrperionce wiring SJSU faculty end
stud.t. Al work guaranteed
SpecleltrIng In word perfect and

ENTERPRISE"

Motes-

sionsl typing & business semi
ices Fast reesonable A near the
uniwrelty Call 292-4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL?? We take
your dn. all A type you perry &

word Cali PJ at 923-2309
LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing eaglet... editing, typing
Lit.r
of ’Weds theses, etc
printer Affordable accurate dependebN Only 12 minutes from
campus Plants ...Die Sally al
251-4E65

gel down

Leber output & spell
proofed Cell DINH Pubs al 9453941, 977-7990 beeper

TYPING’.
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI

el

awl.. and mIsc reports Resumes
and cover ignore Free .1.116.11
Letter quality printers
cheek
Competitive rat. 735-8845
alanynnoSeuS(
WORD

PRO-

14081

RATES"
246-5633

Sent. Clete se.
WORDPROCESSING

NEED HELP??? Call SOS" Experienced. profeselorial typing service for term papers group pro.

PROFESSIONAL

CESSING"

REPORTS

let

’era, resumes manuscripts. legel
Editing avail.ie ham two degrees Reasonable ryles Call 574
1329
CAMBRIAN
PROCESSING
AREA" 15 yrs sperienc Creep
and fest’ II 25 per page doubt.
spaced $i 75 per mem single

WORD

pece Call 879-9254

Print Your Ad Here
(Court) approxornately 30 letters end spaces for each line)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
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Days
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Print Name

appointment
SJSU SINGLE PARENTS Inter.ted In
lyelpIng pull our invisible group
together for fun and support

111/

fit,’

c (/

tits/
CicCel

7679

for nerd nr campus
0550w.
security depoett Carport wan to campus 2794075

VOulAY

frit

cialty Esperience counts’ Group
paper. reskome Standard & mi-

TYPING

MAGAZRIE,

Michael Sherman

HET SUP OCCET.CT/N6 HE I
-1101’S si T141 1r4 CONTROL oF -111(5
5HECt1oo
CARTOON NOW. YOU Will/
PC1 kV MAW A T
PEmANP

5036

needs ’hi. semester
630 m
500 pm

solsw...,
h ’ ’f 1
+ ’14W:fa-

SERVICES

YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high quality,
budget once, fr. information

ACCOUNTABILITY

Si g
"4
If- Wif MOOS

.... . .
--.

Skibblefritz

Academic thee.
assistance
Ghoerwriling All subjects Goal.. writers Resumes Re-wrIling Catalog Berkeley (415) 84 1 -

AAAA-ACCURACY,

’

.ToFCR

IL
civic
sa, (ilimmoirocip

/

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of ESJS
You vs got the party 010. gol
the music’ INchel Productions
provides ’wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable notes Call D.P.
or Phil st 249-2820 or 922-7359

WRITING,

NEVI RECOO81)15 WU’
YOU’RE IM MV

pit’

PROFESSIONAL

dent. non smoker 8720000 197-

window 5225 ow Cali 197-2900

YOUR
MODEL

IC

limp

problem.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Lot me
capture your wadding memories
with quality photos tor less" Bud-

PRIVATE RM. kite. pew. 1 2 Mk frrn
SJSU Prefer aerlous MALE Stu-

2 DORM eat

EiESIDES, THIS IS
A GREAT WAY TO
MEET GIRLS.’

6007 Rrif ftrrOON. Sae 5,W5
friar rEY SOME OF NAME&
TuRR -FL
YOGURT?

f

wolved tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

14151

. ,. \
e1

C

JO

corned SJSU students & staff al.
ways have 10% off Cali for pp!

MATH-PHONE

s

MOE roma," voul WOULD
YOU me Tr, rrtv et SIMP1.4
Of OUR 9,10.4 CASSCROLEn

licensed

SIM VICTORIAN OFFICE. next to cern
pi. front on street clang, bay

%

Wanda Folk

ftiwni

5-91

Plea. cal 24185701

Semester Rates (All Issues)
$4600
10 141 )nes S63.00
It., Pius I mes $60 00
Phone: 924-3277

Address
Zip

City & State

WOULD LIKE to find WOMAN 10 live
elfIn 6.1.111.4.4ed man lot corn
pantonship For Int call Be. It

5

For

Urea

Days

2942306

SERVICES

bmerege Samba. or small bust)
nee. plum CPR and First Aid
Apply City of San Joe. Per.nnel
Dept . /NI N Eire’ St , Rrn 207,

B ACKACHE??? FREE treatment as
reeeorch proMM tf you
Phi of
have had low beck pain toe more

Son Jo. Ca 95110. phone 7774201

end

5942

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 1 bedroom. 1
bath, off et re. parting 1475 Call

grad plus 6 mo. experience In
concession op...hon. food and

PART TIME RETAIL SALES-futon fur
nits. atom Flexible hr., must

I’VE CREATED
ART GIVES ME A
THINGS SINCE I WAS CHANCE TO CREATE
AO) ’ MODEL
AN AVENUE FOR
AIRPLANES,
XPRESSION.1 MY
BIRDHOUSES,

insurance
warmly von

Quick lumeround All stork guar.
ante. Planks

HOUSING

maw mare, MAAR-

ing

cations

ell

?MORSE MUSH ar CAMPINONOJO
Ac A coca. 8404.MANCT
.
7

end fast service at extremely low
price Complete eye mom includ-

81 50 per page double spaced
Ave.ble .ven days weekly

415-4911800.

I

Angelo Lopez

Friends

Laugh Lines

ternoon, weekends & overnight
*heti 1417 25 hr Call for spelt

shift. greveyard A weekend shift
(F SS,M) SAM to 7 30 PM) Physelectronic or mechanical
ics
orientation end US citl.n re

i

z

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frerne end Ian.., from $37, Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Cluality

EDGEABLE in typing that’ tops
TruN TONY, 296-2087 Thanks

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openlrqs for automated
VAC EOPIIT OPEIS on swing

R"’

NOWI

Gwen Cheigren R E .

edult with autism & related disabilities FT PT positions avail/Wll
mornings, afearly weekday

Licensed pent
PART-- TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
City of San Jo. The City of San
Jose Is accepting opplicallons for

My Care

559-3500. 1845 S Beacom. C
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow’

TRAINING SPECIALIST

Information 374-8224

Kia

i?

15% discount to students and le c

996-4526
THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONY seek Sr
licuMle energetic person....

TO

Nom

"ill .

Lilt), Call before May 31. 1988 and
get your first appt at 1 2 price
’Unwsnted Hair Disappears With

name.. Spanish & C hinese

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening at Varian Image Tub. Division
Requires 2 Ne experience In

I’M

6/44A

f

tones Let me permanently re
move your unwanted heir (chin)
bikini. tummy. moustache. eta

mas Santa Clara Call 727-9793

Call

.46,
/to,1
GE

1
10/4r

hireseing musing chemical depill-

now" 405 E Santa Clara St at
9th. call 995-0488 We speak Viet

puked
445

and

THE LIFE
AN ARTIST THI
IS AS FUN AS
ENSUCT’ING
DUMBAR1

GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd between Okon & San To-

stores

.X
i

TAHN,

Open 7 days a week

experience needed

1 Dopir
HAVE
NW %

41.e
i.- ’

1,

"AgOr
fIrc
N
I,...
COOKIE ’

IOU
Alt
SVO-1
A
RAT/

LETS
SEE

PRE-YA N r)

Dumbar Pig

5860
SECURITY RECEPTOR all shitts ft pt
65-$6 hr to start Full benefits, no

bets 1

-

4PM 260 Werke. Ave , S J .2E6-

IIAM-

tAJEU..,

c:9
C2 V

gleucorna check complete
contact len. service for family
Finhion frames and sungWases
by the leading dinigners Super
thin lenses for high power Fly

Apply in person Mon-Fri

CK

NO

WHEitE
is
MI

NEWT i

SAN FRANCISCO (API U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson’s reelection campaign is formally
under way, stressing crimefighting, environmental and
social issues of "a compassionate conservative."
At his first stop Monday.
Wilson appeared with Gov.
George Deukmejian and other
Republican leaders in the state
Capitol.

441141
SOY. 170,V cots
-NAVE ME PreIR37
77A16 WITH marmite,

Sheila Neal

KITES

Include weekends
Kathy .1 293-3,355

-

Isaac Newt

Pete Wilson
runs for office

ot malicious mischief and cruelty to
animals Saturday night and released
on his own recognizance Sunday,
Westlake said.
"The guy just tossed the live
chicken wearing a purple uniform
onto the ice right during the game,"
the lieutenant said. "Apparently he
wasn’t happy with how the Kings
were playing, which is understandable."

largeN insurance company We
need reliable. stable people interested in owning their own busi-

IOC AO WErf
PAST 7A6 fuevAce
7VAAI RIGHT MAI
A LAT. ANOTNIR
LEFT M3r IHE
SNORKLARYCKER,
7AleAl WRIT’ IO EAST
EDT
/I’’,

Nall caber

Classified
NEED

Berke Breathed

044/DMA

L.A. Kings hockey fan
arrested for ’fowl play’
INGLEWOOD (AP)
Police
have ruffled the feathers of a Los
Angeles Kings hockey fan, arresting
the man after he allegedly tossed a
live chicken in a purple uniform onto
the ice during a game at the Forum,
"The chicken was the victim of
fowl play," police It. Robert Westlake quipped Sunday.
Craig R(xlenfels, 30, of El Seguhdo, was booked for investigation

Bloom County

months and sna 20-55
years old. ple..acaS Pelmer
lege of Chiropractic -Wee al (404)
than

8

2444907, exien.lon 401
B ARE IT ALL! Stop shavIrtg, waving.

Circle a Classification:
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Help Wanted
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Computers
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Language: Department shows films

on reen I ai y sta photographer
1/1

III\

pi I I’ll

Transit
/. vont /mei: /
C’ounly transportatitIll agency .
Public Communicani ins Spesaid the
cialist Mark Whitei
very huh ot he hits syaein us
where SJSI is lovated
The spokesman also said that
the city ’s new light lad sv stem is
not speciticallv ileslyncil to hi ng

it

tht trAn.it sqem information

center grand opening

Women
/
Room
p.m.:

Panel:
11111:11
W01111:11 Who I iist.
Myths and Rea lines Stet en types. fads and Ii ii ii. .1 lc,
hianism still hi- di., %I...se,’
Costanoan Ku ’till
\i.ou
4:00 p.m.:
Now
Being Poisoned li
cwill
Computer.?’ Di I i.
speak about the lia/aid,
level radiation and natural
methods 01 ptotes-inin Lost,
noun Kuiuuiii
’Si , I use
5:30 p.m.:
Story." an aim lit iniogi aptly
Donations accepted
film.
Costanoan
Sill
7:00
p.m.:
BOOM. ’ten livelv St 011101
make up this percussion en
semble from Sania
he!.
will be playing Min. an and
Hall
Afro-Cuban rhyihnis
room
Keynote id
8:00 p.m.:
dress by Maiy Daly . teminist
author. Donations acLepted
Ballroom.
For information on today ’s
activities consult the Friday
issue ot the Spartan Daily or
call the Women’s Resource
Center at 924-6500
3:00

’We went from ’68 to about ’79 struggling
to keep foreign language study alive.’
Donna Gustafson.
foreign language department chairwoman
classes have experienced increasing
popularity.
"Our enrolltnents are increasing
and I expect they will continue to for
two reasons: the new requirement
that entering students have two years
of high school foreign language
study and the elevated conscience
that has made foreign languages
once again valued."
In the late 1950s, said Gustafson,
foreign languages were a hot topic
and the numbers of people studying
them was on the rise. The ’60s and
’70s, however, saw a radical decline
in those numbers. Requirements for
foreign language study were dropped
and support and emphasis of languages withered.
"We went from ’68 to about ’79
struggling to keep foreign language
study alive," Gustafson said.
It was during these years that
President Jimmy Carter created the
"Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies." and their
report, "Strength Through Wisdom:
A Critique of U.S. Capability." was
published.
The report, Gustafson said. exposed "the needs of the country in
terms of international study and for-

eign language education ’
In international relations, negotiations and business we have given the
upper hand to countries that know
how to deal with languages, "and
we’ve been aced out of a lot of business that way." she said.
"There is a general awareness
now that we have suffered greatly
from the de -emphasis of language,"
Gustafson said, "and with enrollment now on the rise, studying a language will be different than it used to
Gustafson explained that today’s
language students want to communicate in their chosen language as
quickly as possible and that this has
fostered a change in teaching methods. One of those changes involves
simulating a real foreign language
speaking environment with the use
of tapes and videos in the department’s Language Lab.
She said the department hopes
Foreign Language Week will "call
attention to foreign language study
and its significant role in American
education and advertise our own programs and celebrate our own majors."

L0111111111,1, It. ISISL.

He added, 1 he portion of the
"Light rail tt ill be more of a light rail system opening in June
recreational it tivity. Like most will only link the downtown area
modern \ etuc les. it is lust and effi- with Silicon Valley."
cient." Whitefield said.
Along with the official debut
He explained the reason the sys- comments, an open house was
tem won’t immediatley assist com- held from 9 a.m. to I p.m. at the
muters, alt there is no connection site, between Santa Clara and St.
from residential locations to the John Streets.
bus systems.
0 Parking for the information cen’ltentually. down the line by ter is available in lots at Third and
1991. it should help i SJSU corn- St. John streets and Second and
nititerst,’ Whitefield said.
Fountain Alley or on the street.

Panama: Professors look at problems
From page
been handled iesponsihly ." adding that the foreign policy is designed on a short win) rather than a
long-term basis v.% Inch serves as the
source of the piohlems.
When the canal was built in Panama, he reflected on Bailey s -Dip
no atInman’: History of the
tention was paid to long tel
consequences and America encouraged the separat nun ot Panama loon
Colombia through a revolution.
which left tlw ci liii I iii iii the canal in
the former’s hands.
If the Soviets take over the canal
at Noriegas ins itation. a a ill he all
enormous cost to American economy. he said, because shipping
cost will increase to go around South
America or transport gi mids on land
Although he said dial the anal is
not as important as it used it he since

From page I
pie you are dealing with." she said.
"And, when an employer looks at an
application and sees the applicant
has the extra dimension of knowing
a foreign language, that person becomes more valuable."
This week, colleges, high schools
and junior high schools across the
nation are celebrating Foreign Language Week. and SJSU’s foreign
language department has made plans
to join the party.
Today and Thursday, students can
explore the advantages of "Foreign
Languages in Careers" as a film by
that title is shown in Sweeney Hall
Room 241 at 12:30 p.m. The film
will be accompanied by refreshments.
A selection of short foreign films
will be shown Wednesday and
Thursday in Sweeney Hall Room
435 beginning at 3:30 p.m. They include "Inside Japan," "King Ludwig II’s Castles," "Munich: Dream
Metropolis," "Berchtesgaden in the
Beautiful Bavarian Alps," and
"Carmen. Bizet." All the films are
in English.
Also, an exhibit with a Russian
theme will be displayed Wednesday
in Sweeney Hall Room 315 and
Thursday in Sweeney Hall Room
434 at 3:30 p.m.
Additional information will be
available at a table outside the Student Union for most of the lunch
time hours this week.
According to Gustafson. language

large super tankers cannot pass
through the waterways. he nonetheless stated as fact that shipping transportation is much more cheaper than
land or air transport.
Professor Folsom suggested that
in order to establish peace and stability in Latin America. the U.S. government should elm innate all trade
harriers with those contries. He believes that all sides %ill benefit w hen
economic development begins to
take off. In his view, business people will become less dependent on
their governments, which might reduce rampant corruption in the region.

Meantime. Professor Peter Haas
tit the political science department
has speculated that the U.S. might
consider military intervention "if the
operation of the canal is being threaterwd hv Gen. Noriega in retaliation

for the U.S. government’s effort to
depose him." Noriega might consider sonic counter-measures by
closing the canal, he added.
The 1’ .S. government underestimated the political strength of Noriega. Haas said, and now has limited means to effect a political
change there. This weakened efforts
to deal with him, he explained, is
due to poor communication within
government agencies. This lack of
coordinating eflOts among the agencies has resulted into a big embarrassment which does not serve the
natiimal interest. Haas said.
For his pan. Professor Dave Gray
of the mass communications department has remarked that the flow cut
information out of Panama is confusing. because "there has not been
enough explanation to the develiipments there

Death sentence ordered
for homosexual killing
sAN
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unanimous state Supreme Court has
decided that a man who found his
77 -year-old victim through a personals ad in a gay newspaper and then
strangled hint should die in the gas
chamber.
Deputy Attorney General Rudolf
Corona was pleased with the Thursday. ruling upholding the death sentence for Jams Andrew Melton. 36.
"This was a particularly heinous
crime." Corona sat& "(Mellow
conspired with another person to
prey on homosexual men."
The ruling was the latest in a
flurry of death penalty rulings by the
court Melton. who had spent most
of his adult life in prison and had
been paroled four months before the
October 1981 murder, is the fifth
man whose death sentence has been
affirmed by the court since last
Thursday.
The decision was "not unexpected, given the pattern with the
new Supreme Court." said Melton’s
lawyer. Robert Kane, who is preparing ill appeal to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Kane said he broke the news to
Melton during a v isit to San Quen.

Women inmates demonstrate
against inhumane treatment
About the protest staged on International
DUBLIN. Cain. IA1’1
300 women marched outside the Women’s Day.
Federal Correctional Institution proRosen said the tour suspected
testing alleged inhumane treatment FALN members are among more
than 100 "political prisoners" held
of women initiates.
Police said there were no arrests in in prisons throughout the country.
More than 200 women inmates
the Saturday demonstration at the
federal prison protesters said was were transferred from Dublin to
targeted because it holds four sus- Washington and Idaho last fall, sepected members of the Puerto Rican parating them from family and special prison services for mothers and
terrorist group F A I.N
"We never expected to get to the their children. Rosen said.
the
felt
demonstraPrison officials have said an inprison. We really
tion was a success before it started." creasing male inmate population nean
of
organizer
Rosen,
cessitated
the transfers
Emily
said

Plans
From page I
want the administration to take us seriously," Fowler said.
"I’m confident that the university
will recognize the importance of this
facility to the university, especially
to the School of Science." White
said.
The main difficulty is obtaining
the money for the facility. Greenwalt
said. The cotnmittee would have to
submit a proposal to the state for
funding. The problem is that other
universities are also requesting
money for similar programs. he said.
The chemistry- department has already donated $15.000 in equipment
and money for the new Biotechnology facility. The biology department has also contributed equipment. White said.
"When it becomes operational
both departments will have to pay
for operating costs." Greenwalt
said.

There is a great demand for such a
The lab would have a false corriprogram, said White and Professor dor and inner room, glass windows,
Alan Ling, chairman of the chemis- false ceiling and airlocks with differtry department.
ential pressures. Ling said. It would
"Of the nation, at least 30 percent also have a facility for working with
of the Biotechnology market is in radioactive materials.
Other specialized equipment. toCalfornia and at least one third of
that is in the Bay area." he said. "If taling over $60,000, would have to
San Jose State does not tap into that be installed. White said. Laminar
it is not serving the needs of the flow hoods for maintaining a sterile
work environment, special microcommunity.’
Development of the new facility scopes and other materials will have
would entail remodelling a lab on the to be purchased or donated.
sixth floor of Duncan Hall. The lab
"If we’re to train students for
would be refurbished into an isola- biomedical research and biotechnical
tion lab for growing organisms in a fields in the 1990s and the year
sterile environment, White said. It 2000. we’re going to have to train
would also prevent organisms from them now," White said.
escaping into the environment. Ling
He said that all areas of biology,
said.
"even ’classical’ organismic biology
"The facility will be capable of and neurology will use these techsupporting animal cell culture work niques" and that is why SJSU
. . . except extremely virulent pa- should provide the facility.
thogens," White said.
The facility would provide more
"There has to be a facility to train research opportunities for students
students in basic mammalian cell and faculty and would result in more
culture techniques and support re- acceptable material for publication.
search efforts," he said.
White said.

How to run your
own show

tin. is here he tound Ins ,:lient di’

pointed hut "in relatively good
its." while Death Row was in
turmoil over the latest round of court
decisiims.
The coun, which has a backlog ot
about 200 death penalty appeals, decided seven of them last year. one tit
which it has since voted to recon
sider. Another ruling was issued
Feb. 16, and six more in the last
eight days.
Since conservatives gained a in.%
jonty on the court last year. lone ...
ing the defeat of Chief Justice Rose
Bird and two colleagues in the 1986
election, nine of 13 death sentences
have been upheld.
Melton’s case was argued twice.
once in the fall of 1986 before Bird’s
court, which did not reach a decision, and once last June before the
current court
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Theft
From page I
well -tanned and has been seen wear
ing a blue tank top and shorts.
He is also a suspect in the other
seven robberies that have occured in
that locker room since the semester
began.
"He has changed his hairstyle and
the personnel staking out the area
didn’t recognize him." said I i
Shannon Maloney. acting co-dire,
tor in charge of public safety. as it.
why he slipped past the UPD surveil
lance team.
Following up on last Wednesday’s
burglaries. Maloney said that a positive identification has been given on
the suspect.
I "We have a match on the same individual." Maloney said. "We
know he was in the area for all of the
Iburglaries, but he hasn’t been directly tied to them yet."
Anyone having any information
On these break-ins should call UPD1
at 924-2222.
I
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